1 1 described the Huggins apparatus of the Observatory on Mount Etna, and referred to some experiments made with it with the object of ascertaining the exposures required for the Moon and the solar corona respectively. The corona-like images obtained with this apparatus did not appear to me (or to Professor Riccö 2 ) to represent the true corona. Among the reasons advanced in support of this conclusion was one that I have since found to be inconclusive. I therefore desire in the present note to modify my previous statement. It seemed to Professor Riccö and myself that the extremely short exposure required with the Huggins apparatus must be altogether insufficient to cause any impression of the coronal image upon the photographic plate, because with the same apparatus the corona could not be photographed during an eclipse with many times this exposure. As the brightest parts of the corona probably exceed the Moon in brightness, experiments in photographing the Moon at night sufficed to establish the truth of this last assertion. We overlooked the fact, however, that the Moon can be photographed in the daytime with an exposure much shorter than that required at night. At the Lick Observatory Mr. S. W. Burnham photographed the Moon in daylight with an aperture of and an exposure of second.
